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Abstract 
A subset W of vertices of a plane graph is said to be a perfect face-independent vertex cover 
(FIVC) if and only if each face-boundary contains exactly one vertex from W. We characterize 
maximal outerplanar graphs admitting plane embeddings with perfect FIVCs. 
1. Introduction 
A graph G = (V, E) is planar if it can be embedded in the plane such that no pair of 
edges intersect. A plane graph is a graph already embedded in the plane. The regions 
defined by a plane graph are called its faces; the unbounded region is called the 
exterior face. The remaining faces are called interior. The boundary of a face is the 
cycle subgraph enclosing the face. We assume that two plane embeddings of a planar 
graph are equivalent if their boundaries are the same. 
Let G be a 2-connected planar graph. With a plane embedding G, of G there is 
associated a geometric dual graph Gl, in which the vertex set corresponds to faces of 
G,, and the edge set is equivalent to edge-adjacency relation of the corresponding 
faces. In order to emphasize the distinction between a plane graph and its geometric 
dual, vertices and edges of the latter are referred to as nodes and branches, respectively. 
Each branch b of G,” intersects exactly one edge e of G,, and b is the only edge 
intersecting e. 
Removing the node u corresponding to the exterior face of G,” yields the weak dual 
graph GpW. Splitting u into as many copies as there are edges on the exterior face, and 
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connecting each copy to a node previously adjacent to U, results in a semidual graph G; 
(Fig. 1). 
A 2-connected planar graph G is outerplanar if it can be embedded in the plane with 
all vertices on the exterior face. Such an embedding, which is unique, is called 
outerplane. The outerplane embedding of G will be denoted by G,. A maximal 
outer-planar graph (mop) has all interior faces triangular, i.e., the addition of an edge 
between any pair of nonadjacent vertices destroys outerplanarity. 
A fan is a mop with one of the vertices, the center of the fan, adjacent to the 
remaining vertices. An extended fan is an outerplanar graph obtained from a fan by 
adding any number of extra vertices of degree two on the edges not incident to the 
center of the fan. 
The weak dual of an outerplane graph G, is a tree; it will be denoted by T,” (or 
simply T if there is no danger of confusion). The semidual of G, is also a tree. It will be 
denoted by T,S. The nodes of T,S not in TT are called pendant nodes. The nodes of 
degree 1 in T,” are called leaf nodes. 
To each node v in the weak dual T of G, corresponds a unique interior face Ft. Its 
boundary will be denoted by C,V. The set of vertices belonging to Cl will be denoted by 
V,V. The set of edges belonging to Cg will be denoted by E,“. 
Let G = (V, E) be a 2-connected planar graph embedded in the plane. A subset 
W c V of vertices is called aface-independent vertex cover (FIVC) of G if and only if 
every face of G has at most one vertex in W. W is said to be perfect if every face of 
G has exactly one vertex in W (Fig. 2). Syslo [3] provides necessary and sufficient 
conditions for certain types of plane graphs to have a perfect FIVC. In particular, it is 
pointed out that the outerplane embedding G, of an outerplanar graph G has a perfect 
FIVC if and only if G, is an extended fan. Furthermore, the unique perfect FIVC 
consists of only one vertex: the center of the fan (Fig. 2(a)). 
The problem of finding a perfect FIVC is NP-complete in general [l, 21. When 
restricted to outerplanar graphs, this problem is polynomially solvable [3]. 
If a mop G has at least six vertices and all nodes of its weak dual T have degree 1 or 
3, then both T and G are calledfill (Fig. 3(a)). If all nodes of T have degree 1 or 2, then 
both T and G are called linear (Fig. 3(b)). 
and _ _ _ _ _ 
Fig. 1. Maximal outerplane graph G,. its weak dual T,“, and semidual T,” 
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Fig. 2. Two plane embeddings of the same mop G with different perfect FIVCs. 
Fig. 3. Full and linear mops 
The following two results concerning these two infinite families of mops were 
proved in [4]. 
Lemma 1.1. Zf a mop G is full, then none of its plane embeddings has a perfect FIVC. 
Lemma 1.2. Every linear mop G has a perfect FIVC. 
This paper is organized as follows. The notion of the in-tree is defined in Section 2 it 
was introduced in [S]. Also, some basic results concerning perfect FIVCs are dis- 
cussed in Section 2. In Section 3 we show that when searching for a perfect FIVC of 
a mop we can restrict our attention to the so-called normalized in-trees. This result is 
used in Section 4 to obtain a linear time dynamic programming algorithm which 
either finds a perfect FIVC or determines that none exists. The main result of this 
paper is presented in Section 5. It gives a characterization of mops possessing plane 
embeddings admitting perfect FIVCs. Conclusions and suggestions for further re- 
search are given in Section 6. 
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2. In-trees 
A plane embedding G, of a mop G can be represented by the so-called in-tree, 
denoted by ?. Any ? is obtained from the weak dual T of G, by 
l selecting an arbitrary node t E T as a root, 
l directing arbitrarily chosen subset of interior branches of T toward the root 
t (while leaving the remaining interior branches undirected). 
It is shown in [S] that every plane embedding G, of a mop G can be specified by 
some in-tree ?‘. Conversely, any in-tree ? that can be obtained from T represents 
a plane embedding G, of G. Since the manner in which a plane embedding is obtained 
from a given in-tree is essential for the subsequent results, it is described here in full. 
The construction was originally given in [S]. 
Draw the boundary Ci = CA corresponding to the root t of ? Place the root 
t within Ci. Place a dummy node Y outside of Cb. This is done in order to obtain an 
interrelationship between faces of G, and nodes in ?. Let Ci and CY, denote, temporar- 
ily, the boundaries of the interior and the exterior faces of G,, respectively. 
Traverse the branches of ? in breadth-first manner beginning from t. Let (a,b) 
denote the edge of G, intersected by the just traversed branch (u, u), u being closer to 
the root (Fig. 4). Let u* denote the first node on the path from u to the root which has 
a directed branch entering it. If no such branch exists, let u * = r. Draw Cg such that it 
is within C;‘, and does not enclose the node v*. This is always possible since Cl and 
Cg” share just one edge (a, b). Place u within the new boundary denoted by Cg. Update 
Ci* by replacing (a, b) by the edges Et\ {(a, b) j. 
The drawn graph is plane; (a,b) is the only edge of Cg common with the graph 
drawn so far. Furthermore, upon completion, the nodes of the in-tree ?, when placed 
in the embedding G,, correspond to different interior faces of G,. The dummy node 
r corresponds to the exterior face. 
The above construction suggests a straightforward linear time algorithm for the 
identification of the faces of a plane embedding of a mop, given its in-tree. Such an 






Fig. 4. In-tree ? and the corresponding embedding G,. 
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Let t be a leaf node of the weak dual T of G. The following results are contained 
in [S]. 
Lemma 2.1. Any plane embedding G, of a mop G has exactly one in-tree ? rooted at 
a leaf node t, and such that the only branch incident with t is directed toward t. 
Lemma 2.2. A mop G has exactly 2 *-2 diflerent plane embeddings, where f is the 
number of nodes in the weak dual (which is equal to the number of interior faces of G). 
3. Normalized in-trees 
Consider a plane embedding G, of a mop G. Let pdenote an in-tree corresponding 
to G,. By Lemma 2.1, it can be assumed that ? is rooted at a node t incident with 
exactly one branch. Furthermore, this branch is directed toward t. 
Let u be a node in ‘i: It is incident with at most three branches. Unless u = t, one of 
these branches is on a path from u to the root t. We will say that this branch leaves v (it 
is either undirected or directed away from v). The remaining branches incident with 
v (if any) are said to enter v. Entering branches can be undirected or directed toward v. 
Note that leaf nodes of T,” (other than the root) have no entering branches. 
Consider an arbitrarily chosen node u in “r. Let D, denote a subset of nodes of ‘r. 
A node u belongs to D, if and only if 
o v is on the path from u to t in ?; 
l the branch on this path entering u is directed, 
a no other directed branch is between u and v. 
Note that D, = 8 if none of the branches entering v is directed. It is straightforward 
to verify that the set of vertices on the face bundary Ci is 
Let U, denote another subset of nodes of ?: A node u belongs to U, if and only if 
l v is on the path from u to t in ?, 
l the branch on this path entering v is undirected, 
l no other directed branch is between u and v. 
Note that U, = 8 if none of the branches entering v is undirected. 
Let v* denote the first node on the path from v to the root t with the entering branch 
being directed. Note that v* is well-defined since the branch entering the root t is 
directed. It is straightforward to verify that 
Suppose that a plane embedding G, of a mop G admits a perfect FIVC. Let ? be the 
in-tree corresponding to G,, and rooted at some leaf node t with the entering branch 
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being directed. Let r(p) denote an in-tree obtained from ? by the following trans- 
formations applied to each node v E ?‘. 
l If v has just one entering branch, and it is undirected, then make it directed 
(toward v), 
l if u has two entering branches, and both are undirected, then make one of them 
(chosen arbitrarily) directed (toward v), 
l if u has two entering branches, and both are directed, then make one of them 
(chosen arbitrarily) undirected. 
Any in-tree z( ?) so constructed has the property that each of its nonleaf nodes has 
exactly one directed branch and at most one undirected branch entering it. Any in-tree 
r(T) will be called a normalization of ?: 
Lemma 3.1. If the plane embedding G, represented by ? admits a perfect FI VC, then 
any of its normalizations admits a perfect FI VC. 
Proof. If all nonleaf nodes in T,” have exactly one directed branch entering them in ?, 
there is nothing to prove. Recall that the branch entering the root t is directed. 
Furthermore, leaf nodes in T,” have no entering branches in F (except t). 
Suppose that T: has a nonleaf node v entered in ? by only one branch (w, v) which 
is undirected (Fig. 5(a)). Note that V; = V: since the branch (w, u) is undirected. Since 
?’ admits a perfect FIVC (denoted by W), 
Let a be the unique vertex in Wn Vi. 
When (w,v) is made directed (toward u), only two faces (corresponding to nodes 
v and v*) have to be updated. More specifically, 
vi:= v:“(ugc VW+ v;;‘*:= v;*‘(,g; v:,v:). 
Since aE Vi c V;*, and a#U,,u V,U \ Vi, the two modified faces remain covered by 
a. Furthermore, no other vertex from W covers these two faces. 
Suppose next that T,” has a nonleaf node v entered in ? by two undirected 
branches (w, v) and (z, v) (Fig. 5(b)). It can be verified by arguments similar to those 
above that the embedding obtained by directing one of the branches ((w, o), say) 
admits a perfect FIVC provided that the original embedding admits (the same) perfect 
FIVC. 
Suppose finally that T,” has a nonleaf node v entered in T by two directed branches 
(~1, v) and (z, v) (Fig. 5(c)). We note that V,” can be partitioned as follows. 
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Fig. 5 
Let a be the unique vertex in Wn Vi. Assume without loss of generality that 
a$ V,“\ Vl. 
When (w, u) is made undirected, only two faces (corresponding to nodes v and c*) 
have to be updated. More specifically, 
vi:= Vi\(VT\ v:), VP”‘:= v;‘u(v,w\v,v,. 
Thus, both faces remain covered by a. Furthermore, no other vertex from W covers 
these two faces. 
The above arguments apply to any node of an arbitrary in-tree F. Thus, after 
finitely many transformations (at most one for each node), a normalized in-tree r(T), 
with the same perfect FIVC, will be obtained. 0 
Although not all plane embeddings of a mop can be specified by normalized 
in-trees, Lemma 3.1 implies that when searching for perfect FIVCs of mops, we can 
consider only plane embeddings with normalized in-trees. In particular, we do so in 
the remaining sections of this paper. 
4. Dynamic programming algorithm 
Lemma 2.2 shows that the number of different plane embeddings of a mop grows 
exponentially with the size of a mop. Thus, the space to be searched when looking for 
a perfect FIVC of a mop is nonpolynomial. However, the tree-like structure of mops 
can be used to obtain a polynomial algorithm. In this section we describe a linear time 
algorithm which finds a plane embedding G, of an arbitrary mop G admitting 
a perfect FIVC, or decides that no such embedding exists. There can be several 
embeddings admitting perfect FIVCs. This is for instance the case for the graph shown 
in Fig. 4. The algorithm always finds an embedding admitting a minimum 
cardinality perfect FIVC, if one exists. In addition, the algorithm determines this 
perfect FIVC. 
Let T,” denote a semidual of an outerplane embedding G, of a mop G. Select one of 
the nodes of T,” adjacent to two pendant nodes as a root, and denote it by t. 
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Consider an arbitrary node v other than the root t. Let (qu) denote the branch 
incident with v, and such that u is on the path from v to t. Let (a, b) denote the edge of 
G, intersected by the branch (v,~). Assume that a is to the left and b is to the right of 
(v, U) when looking from v toward U. Let G” consist of the edge (a, b) if u is a pendant 
node. If u is any other node, let G” denote the subgraph of G, consisting of the union of 
the edges on the boundaries C,X, x = v or x is reached from u by going through 
v (Fig. 6). 
Define the following minimum cardinality covers found among all plane embed- 
dings of G” with the underlying in-trees rooted at v: 
I” = FIVC of all but the exterior face of G”, 
L” = perfect FIVC of G” with the exterior face covered by a, 
R” = perfect FIVC of G” with the exterior face covered by b, 
E” = perfect FIVC of G” with the exterior face covered by a vertex other than 
a and b. 
These covers are defined for each pendant node v as follows. I” = 0, L” = (a}, 
R” = {b >, while E” is undefined. A union of an undefined set with any other set yields 
an undefined set. 
Any node for which the above four covers are determined is said to be labeled. 
Hence, all pendant nodes are initially the only labeled nodes. We show next how to 
obtain covers for unlabeled nodes. If there exists an unlabeled node different from the 
root t, it can always be chosen so that two of its three neighbours are labeled. Let 
v denote such an unlabeled node, and let x and y denote labeled nodes adjacent to v. 
Assume that in order to reach x (y) from t, one has to turn left (respectively right) at 
u (see Fig. 6). 
Given I”, L”, R”, E” and Iy, Ly, RY, EY, the recurrence rules for I”, L”, R”, E” can be 
determined by a straightforward case analysis (of all possible ways of orienting the 
branches (x, v) and (y, u)). 
Fig. 6. 
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Lemma 4.1. L” = IXu Ly, R” = R”u Iy. Furthermore, I” and E” are the minimum 
cardinality sets chosen from the following families: 
I”E{E”u Zy, Z”u Ey}, E”E(L~u RY, E”u EY). 
In order to make computations in linear time, and in order to be able to keep track 
of the solutions found so far, the following information is maintained for each cover 
of G”: 
l pointers to the appropriate covers in G” and GY whose union yielded the cover 
in G”, 
l cardinality of the cover (equal to the sum of cardinalities of its two subcovers; the 
only exception occurs if E” = L” v R y where L” and R y share a vertex), 
l orientation of branches (x, v) and (y, u), in order to identify the underlying plane 
embedding. 
Note that the covers are represented by binary trees with cover elements (i.e., 
vertices of G) as their leaves. Forming a union of two covers is equivalent to attaching 
two binary trees to a common new root. 
After n - 1 iterations all nodes but the root t are labeled. Let x denote the node 
adjacent to t. Let c be the degree 2 vertex in CA. Again, by a straightforward case 
analysis [4], the recurrence rules for the minimum cardinality perfect FIVC can be 
easily derived. 
Lemma 4.2. The minimum cardinality perfect FI VC U of G is the smallest set among 
{I” u {c}, Lx, R”}. 
Once the smallest of the above three covers has been determined, its vertices can be 
identified by traversing the binary tree structure for the corresponding subcover. As 
the binary tree is traversed, the orientation of branches of the in-tree specifying the 
optimal embedding is retrieved. 
Theorem 4.3. A minimum cardinality perfect FI VC, if one exists (and the underlying 
plane embedding), of an arbitrary mop can be found in O(n) time. 
5. Mops with perfect FIVCs 
In this section mops admitting a perfect FIVC for at least one of their plane 
embeddings are characterized. The characterization is given in terms of certain 
disjoint subgraphs covering the nodes of the semidual T,S of the outerplane embedding 
G, of a mop G. 
A subtree of a semidual T,S is called one-pendant if and only if it contains exactly one 
node which is pendant in T,S. A one-pendant subtree may consist of one (pendant) 
node. 
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Let W denote an arbitrary subset of vertices in G,, and let B,, w E W, denote the 
branches of the semidual Tz intersected by the edges of G, incident with w. We 
will refer to B, as a branch boundary of w. Let Tw denote the forest obtained from 
T,” by deleting all branches in (B,,, 1 w E W) (Fig. 7). Note that Tw has no 
degree 2. 
Theorem 5.1. A mop G admits W as a perfect FIVC if and only if Tw is 




vo,v~,v~,v~,...,vq,vq+l =u,q> lonthepathnbetweenvandu(Fig. S(b)).Itcanbe 
E ..  ,: . :.* ‘. FP .*’ -. a .’ .-* 1.1~ = {a, c} TW Ba . . . . . . . . . . . . . . B c_ _ _ _ _ 
Fig. 7. A FIVC W = {a, c}, its branch boundaries B, and B,, and the forest Tw 
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Fig. 8. Subtrees without any and with at least two pendant nodes. 
assumed without loss of generality that the root t is located at u1 or at a node which 
cannot be reached from neither v nor u without passing through ul. Let Wi, 
i= 1,2,..., q, be the node adjacent to ai and not on rc. Recall that nonpendant nodes in 
Td; are all of degree 3. If wq is pendant, then there is no way to cover F? (since v,+ , is 
also pendant). Thus, wq cannot be pendant. Furthermore, by the property of nor- 
malized trees, the branch (w,, 0,) must be directed toward uq in order to cover F;. The 
only way to cover F+- 1 is by making the branch (u,, vq_ i) undirected, and the other 
‘branch (u., _ 1, vq _ 1 ) entering Us_ 1 directed. 
By repeating the above argument for each face F?, k = q - 2, q - 3, . . . , 1, the 
branch (zj2, v1 ) will eventually be forced to be undirected. But then there is no directed 
branch entering 0,. This contradicts the definition of a normalized in-tree. 
(-==) The proof is by induction on the number of nonpendant nodes in T,“. If 
T,” contains only one nonpendant node (Fig. 9(a)), q,), qb,, and qc; are forests 
consisting of disjoint one-pendant subtrees. In this case (a}, {b}, and {c}, respectively, 
are perfect FIVCs. 
Suppose that the implication is satisfied for all mops with semiduals with i d n - 1 
nodes, n > 2. We will prove that it also holds for any mop G, whose semidual has 
y1 nodes. Let W be a subset of vertices in G, such that T, is a disjoint forest of 
one-pendant subtrees. Since n > 2, there is a nonpendant node v which has two 
pendant nodes as neighbours in T and is different from the root t. 
There must be a branch boundary containing two branches incident with v. Assume 
first that this branch boundary is associated with the degree 2 vertex a in 
V,” (Fig. 9(b)). Consider the subtree P of Tw containing node v. The node w adjacent to 
the unique pendant node p in P has degree 3. The partition of G, in two parts by 
deleting the edge intersected by the branch (w,p) and splitting the vertex c in two, 
yields also a partition of Winto two subsets W, and I+$. It can be verified that TK and 
T% are forests of disjoint one-pendant subtrees in their respective semiduals. Thus, 
according to the inductive hypothesis, the corresponding mops admit W, and WY as 
perfect FIVCs. It is easily seen that W = W, u WY is a perfect FIVC for G,. To this end 
one has to embed G” inside the triangle corresponding to w. 
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To complete the proof we only need to consider the case when the branch boundary 
containing two branches incident with u is associated with any of the two vertices b or 
c. But then we can simply delete a (Fig. 9(c)). The resulting mop is smaller. Its reduced 
& is again a forest of disjoint one-pendant subtrees. Thus, by the inductive hypothe- 
sis, W is a perfect FIVC for some embedding of the smaller mop. Consequently, it also 
is a perfect FIVC for the original mop. q 
The above theorem provides a method of verifying whether a given subset of 
vertices of a mop G, is a perfect FIVC without the need of investigating embeddings of 
G,. It is unfortunately not true that every mop whose semidual can be covered by 
one-pendant subtrees has a perfect FIVC, they must be generated by branch bound- 
aries. A counterexample is shown in Fig. 10. 
6. Conclusions 
This work concludes our investigation of the existence of FIVCs in outerplanar 
graphs. We have introduced in-trees as a canonical representation of plane embed- 
dings of mops. Based on this representation, we provided an algorithm generating 
a smallest FIVC in a mop, if one exists. Furthermore, we specified an embed- 
ding-independent characterization of FIVCs. 
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Fig. 10. 
Several other problems related to FIVCs in mops which can be solved by the 
techniques developed in this paper, including the following: 
l Given a mop G and one of its in-trees ?, find whether the embedding of 
G corresponding to padmits a perfect FIVC. We can answer this question by using an 
algorithm which is that of Section 4 additionally guided by the given in-tree ?. The 
orientation of branches in ? uniquely determines the embedding of G and families of 
subsets of vertices which contain candidates for a FIVC of G. We leave the implemen- 
tation details to the reader. 
l Given a mop G and a subset of its vertices W, Theorem 5.1 allows one to check 
efficiently whether W is a perfect FIVC for some embedding by looking only at the 
outerplane embedding of G. But the problem of finding an embedding of G for which 
Wis a perfect FIVC of G is not considered. However, this problem can be answered by 
a modified version of the algorithm in Section 4. In this case, the algorithm is guided 
by W, and it linds a proper embedding in terms of the corresponding in-tree. 
Theorem 5.1 shows how to test whether a subset of vertices of a mop G is a perfect 
FIVC. As the counterexample in Fig. 10 shows, it seems rather unlikely that one can 
test a mop G for FIVCs without having (explicitly or implicitly) a given candidate 
subset of vertices. 
As for possible generalizations of our results, it is rather straightforward to extend 
the algorithm and Theorem 4.3 to arbitrary 2-connected outerplanar graphs. In 
a forthcoming work we will discuss the existence of FIVCs in 2-connected series- 
parallel graphs (i.e., 2-connected partial 2-trees). The techniques applied there are 
quite different since series-parallel graphs have no canonical embeddings in the plane 
similar to outerplane embeddings of outerplanar graphs. 
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